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Abstract. Artificial Intelligence (AI) can roughly be categorized into
two streams, knowledge driven and data driven both of which have their
own advantages. Incorporating knowledge into Deep Neural Networks
(DNN), that are purely data driven, can potentially improve the over-
all performance of the system. This paper presents such a fusion scheme,
DeepEX, that combines these seemingly parallel streams of AI, for multi-
step time-series forecasting problems. DeepEX achieves this in a way
that merges best of both worlds along with a reduction in the amount
of data required to train these modelsnow. This direction has been ex-
plored in the past for single step forecasting by opting for a residual
learning scheme. We analyze the shortcomings of this simple residual
learning scheme and enable DeepEX to not only avoid these shortcom-
ings but also scale to multi-step prediction problems. DeepEX is tested on
two commonly used time series forecasting datasets, CIF2016 and NN5,
where it achieves competitive results even when trained on a reduced set
of training examples. Incorporating external knowledge to reduce net-
work’s reliance on large amount of accurately labeled data will prove
to be extremely effective in training of neural networks for real-world
applications where the dataset sizes are small and labeling is expensive.

Keywords: Deep Neural Networks · Knowledge Incorporation · Time-
Series · Residual Learning.

1 Introduction

Recent advances in computational hardware have made it possible to achieve
state-of-the-art performance in various domains, by utilizing DNNs, ranging

? Code available at https://www.github.com/MAchattha4/DeepEX
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from image classification [21], playing board games [15], natural language pro-
cessing [6] to speech recognition [8]. As a result, there is heightened interest, both
academically and industrially, in DNNs with deep learning being listed at the
top of Gartner hype cycle for emerging technologies [5]. This increased interest
coupled with advances in hardware has paved the way for the development of
more sophisticated DNN algorithms, which may contain millions of parameters
to train and optimize. Version of NASNet-A [21] model, for example, with highest
accuracy on ImageNet dataset contains around 88.9M parameters. Optimizing
such a huge number of parameters is a challenge itself and requires equivalently
bigger training dataset that allows the model to extract enough features to train
its parameters. As a result, these models perform exceptionally well in domains
where ample data is available but in data scarce domains, these model suffer as
they can easily overfit. This is even more so true for time-series domain, where
scantiness of data is further compounded by the fact that time-series often do
not have enough features for deep networks to work with. Leveraging informa-
tion present in the form of knowledge can be particularly useful here. These
techniques, especially the statistical ones, have shown considerable success in
time-series domain which is evident from results of forecasting competitions,
like M3 [11], M4 [12] and NN5 [16], which were dominated by statistical based
techniques.

In contrast to DNNs, humans tend to rely on their knowledge while solving
problems. This knowledge is acquired not only from problem specific examples
but also from other sources, like education and experiences [10]. However, the
very notion of ”knowledge” is tricky to explain and equivalently difficult to collect
and store in a form that is understandable or transferable to a computing pro-
gram. Knowledge-Based Systems (KBS) aims to store such knowledge expressed
in the form of logic rules or some other declarative language which can then be
used to find solution to complex problems [19]. Similarly, there are statistical
methods that are based on strong logical reasoning, like Auto-Regressive Inte-
grated Moving Average (ARIMA), that do perform exceptionally well in their
respective domains and are used by many experts to aid them in decision-making
process. . .

In fact, complementing DNNs with expert knowledge or some form of ex-
tra knowledge has been actively researched upon [20, 3, 9]. Most of the work
in the literature, although improves performance of the DNNs but adds extra
dependency on the network on quality of expert information used [17, 9]. The
focus of this work is to combine knowledge driven and data driven streams in
a way that retains advantages of both while suppressing their individual disad-
vantages. Specifically, we aim to reduce the dependency of DNNs on the data by
leveraging information contained in the knowledge stream. Finding state-of-the-
art knowledge-based system or DNN model is not the focus here, but instead,
the goal is to devise a knowledge incorporation scheme that bridges the gap
between data and knowledge driven approaches and combines their strengths.
Chattha et al. (2019) [4] recently introduced Knowledge Integrated Neural Net-
work (KINN), a residual framework that combined information contained in the
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knowledge stream with the data stream in order to reduce the dependence of
DNN on large amount of accurately labeled data. However, KINN [4] failed to
produce acceptable results on benchmark time-series datasets. KINN particu-
larly suffered when dealing with time-series that encapsulated significant trend
variation. This resulted in poor performance on more sophisticated time-series
datasets. In this paper, we present DeepEX, that not only addresses the short-
comings of KINN [4], but also strengthens the network allowing information in
the two streams to complement each other. We tested DeepEX on the CIF2016
and NN5 time-series forecasting benchmark datasets to signify its performance.
In particular, following are the contributions of DeepEX:

– We introduce a novel approach to combine knowledge and data driven sys-
tems in an end-to-end learning framework

– We introduce new regularization on the activity of the network that helps the
network in identifying strengths and weakness of both domains and decide
optimal combination of both

– Introduction of a new network to capture the trend in order to decompose
the problem into sub-problems which can be effectively solved

– Scale DeepEX to multi-step ahead prediction which is significantly difficult
for the current generation of expert knowledge incorporation techniques

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We will first briefly cover the
previous literature in the direction of expert knowledge incorporation in Sec-
tion 2. Then we will describe the proposed method in detail in Section 3. We
will present the results from the various experiments, and discuss the findings
in Section 3.5. Finally, we conclude the paper with concluding remarks in Sec-
tion 3.6.

2 Related Work

Integrating domain knowledge or any sort of extra information to boost DNN’s
performance has been actively researched upon. Ghazvininejad et al. (2018) [7]
presented a knowledge-grounded conversation model based on neural networks.
In addition to utilizing data containing the conversation history, they also con-
ditioned the output of their sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) model on external
details within the context of conversation. The resulting conversation model was
able to produce more accurate responses that were labeled as more informative
and appropriate by human judges. Although such schemes encouraged knowl-
edge incorporation to improve the performance of the system, however, it made
the system more dependent on both the external contextual information data.

Knowledge-based Artificial Neural Networks (KBANN) were proposed by
Towell et al. (1994) [17]. They utilized propositional rules for knowledge repre-
sentation which were structured in a hierarchical manner. The neural network
was designed to have a one-to-one correspondence with the elements of the rule
set. The rule set directly defined the number of neurons along with their corre-
sponding weights. Additional neurons were also introduced to learn features not
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specified in the rule set. Tran et al. (2018) [18] followed a similar approach where
the network defined a logic rule set. Such techniques directly incorporates the in-
formation contained in the knowledge stream into the neural network. However,
as a result of this direct incorporation, the network is confined to a structure
that strictly complies to the hierarchical structure defined in the rule set. Ad-
ditionally, this also abolishes the flexibility to be able to use different network
architectures.

Venugopalan et al. (2016) [20] also proposed a neural network based video
descriptor model that leveraged knowledge from both a neural language model
as well as semantics obtained from a large text corpus in a LSTM based archi-
tecture. The results demonstrated significant improvements in grammar while
also improving the overall descriptive quality. They introduced two fusion tech-
niques, namely Late fusion and Deep fusion where they concatenated the hidden
states from both video to text network and language LSTM network, fusing the
information contained in both of the domains. The system is strongly dependent
on the quality of the expert which in turn is dependent of large amount of data.

Buda et al. (2018) [3] used statistical forecasting models to aid neural net-
work in producing forecasting results for an anomaly detection problem. They
utilized multiple statistical forecasting models in conjunction with deep learn-
ing model. Predictions made by all of these individual models were combined
into one framework. The predicted values from all models were compared with
the ground-truth and value giving the lowest Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
score was selected as the final prediction. They refer this approach as single-step
merge. Another voting based approach was also proposed where RMSE score is
used to select a single model for all of the predictions. The system treats the
predictions form the individual models separately, hence, it not able to lever-
age the advantages from both streams simultaneously. Munir et al. (2019) [13]
also used statistical methods to enhance performance of the neural network in
anomaly detection problem. Here auto-ARIMA was employed to forecast future
values of the time series. These predictions were then integrated into neural net-
work by using a residual scheme. The resulting model, FuseAD, achieves better
performance compared to individual networks when used separately.

Hu et al. (2016) [9] again leveraged expert knowledge in the form of first
order logic rules. Iterative knowledge distillation technique is used to transfer
knowledge to network parameters. The expert network acts as a teacher network
to the student network, the DNN. DNN tries to follow the teacher network
by mimicking its predictions. Both the student and the teacher networks are
updated at each iteration step. The goal is to find the best teacher network that
fits the prediction of the rule set while also staying close to prediction made
by the student network. KL-divergence between the probability distribution of
the predictions made by the teacher network and the output distribution of
predictions made by the student network is used to minimize the difference
between the two distributions. The proposed framework achieved state-of-the-
art performance for the evaluated classification tasks. However, the framework
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strongly relied on the expert network and as the student network is trying to
emulate predictions made by the teacher network.

Chattha et al. (2019) [4] proposed a residual learning scheme, called as KINN,
where they incorporated expert knowledge in the form of prediction in the net-
work by adding it to the network’s output. Although the approach is highly
promising, it couldn’t be scaled for multi-step predictions. The first limitation
is its inability to control the network’s correction factor. The network makes
useless corrections even in cases where it is not necessary. The second limitation
is its inability to cope up with trend present in the sequence. This proves to be
an impediment in the production of convincing results for complex time-series
data. DeepEX addresses both these limitations.

3 DeepEX: The Proposed Method

Fig. 1. Overview of DeepEX architecture

Fig. 1 shows the overall architecture of the DeepEX framework. There are sev-
eral different components in DeepEX each targeted to cater for specific task.
The first component is the expert module which contains information about ex-
pert opinion. The second component is the STL decomposition module which
decomposes the input signal into its constituent parts. Finally, there are two
CNN models, where one model is dedicated to handle the trend part while the
other one handles the remaining signal.
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The data and the expert model output is log normalized before feeding it to
the STL decomposition layer. Log normalization has two major advantages: (i)
re-scaling values and (ii) transformation of the multiplicative relation between
the STL components to an additive one, which makes it easier to decouple the
decomposed components. We will now describe each of these components in
detail.

3.1 STL Decomposition

The Seasonal and Trend decomposition using Loess (STL) is a well-known time-
series decomposition method which splits a time-series into three components
namely (i) trend, (ii) seasonality, and the (iii) residual. In DeepEX, input data
and output of the expert model are both fed into the STL decomposition module
and trend from each of the signals is extracted from the rest of the signal.
Residual and seasonal components are added together since only the trend is of
relevance to us. Hence, output of STL decomposition contains two signals, trend
and the rest of the signal which is a de-trended version of the input comprising
of the seasonal and the residual components. These signals are then given to
their respective CNN estimators as inputs. Although it is a common notion
that neural networks are capable of modeling complex structures in data owing
to their strong self adapting generalizing capabilities, more recent studies argue
decomposing input signal or filtering out some component prior to modelling can
produce better forecasting results [14, 16, 1]. Hence, we opt for a similar approach
and decompose the original signal into two relatively less complex components.

3.2 Expert Model

Knowledge driven techniques offer their own advantages. Knowledge, however,
can take many shapes and forms. It can be in the form of a human expert,
logic rules or even some statistical method. One of the strengths of DeepEX is
that it does not limit itself to any specific knowledge model as it is not depen-
dent on architecture of the expert model but rather its predictions. Therefore,
any knowledge model capable of producing predictions can be used. The expert
model can be human feedback integrated into the system or a KBS or some
other technique. For this particular paper, we used the 4Theta method5 as our
expert network. 4Theta is based on theta model that decomposes the original
signal into theta lines, where theta lines are derived by modifying the local cur-
vature of the time-series through the coefficient θ. This θ is then applied to the
second differences of the data. 4Theta is an improvement to the Theta model,
enabling it to handle complex time-series more efficiently which is evident from
its performance M4 benchmark dataset [12].

5 https://github.com/M4Competition/M4-methods/blob/master/005%20-
%20vangspiliot/Method-Description-4Theta.pdf
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3.3 CNN Models

DeepEX has two different CNN models aimed to estimate trend and de-trended
signal which are obtained after STL decomposition. Although the focus of this
work was to develop a knowledge incorporation technique and not the individual
DNN or knowledge models but considerable effort has been invested in estimating
hyperparameters of DNN. It was particularly observed that simple CNN model
struggled the most in modeling the trend component of the signal, hence, model
responsible for the estimation of trend is relatively complex compared to the
seasonal and residual signal estimator. The trend estimation network comprises
of three residual blocks, each containing two convolutional layers with 32 filters
each. The other CNN model comprises of two convolution layers with each layer
each having 64 filters. It is important to mention that although we have chosen
convolutional neural network as our DNN, because CNNs are generally easier to
optimize, DeepEX is flexible enough to work with any other DNN architecture.

3.4 Knowledge Incorporation Scheme

Expert predictions are incorporated in the form of a residual scheme, where
expert predictions are added to the output of the DNN model and are also used
for conditioning the DNN. This conditioning is achieved by sequentially stacking
the expert predictions (xtr

′

t ) to the input from the data. The proposed residual
scheme changes the underlying mapping learned by the network and instead of
learning the complete input to output projection, the network only learns the
modification factor needed in the input to give the desired output. In a way it can
be said that the DeepEX framework estimates efficacy of expert model and makes
corrections to it by using information from the data. As we have used a statistical
method (Section 3.2) as our expert model, some portion of the data (25% of the
training set) is used to estimate parameters of 4Theta model. The resulting
expert model is then used for making predictions on remaining portion of the
dataset, by employing a rolling window approach where forecast for the next
horizon is obtained by using all of the previous data. Hence, DeepEX is trained
on 75% of the training data, which is the only portion of the dataset where
expert predictions are available, since we do not have any expert predictions on
25% of the data on which 4Theta is trained. It should be noted that the test
set was never used in either estimating parameters of the 4Theta model or in
training DeepEX. Validation set was obtained by max(0.2 ∗ |X|, H) where |X|
denotes the cardinality of the training set, while H denotes the horizon.

The input signal and expert predictions both are decomposed using STL
(Section 3.1). Trend from both, the expert predictions and the data is fed into
CNN responsible for trend estimation. This optimization problem for the trend
estimating CNN (Φ : Rh 7→ Rh) can be represented as:

[x̂trt , x̂
tr
t+1, .., x̂

tr
t+h−1] = Φ([xtrt−1, x

tr
t−2, ..., x

tr
t−w;xtr

′

t , xtr
′

t+1, ..., x
tr′

t+h−1];W)

+ [xtr
′

t , xtr
′

t+1, ..., x
tr′

t+h−1] (1)
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where xtr
′

t represents the decomposed trend values predicted by the expert
model, xtrt−1 represents the decomposed trend values of the original input and
x̂trt output trend values by the network. As the network is just producing an
offset, i.e the required change in the input signal to produce the desired output,
instead of finding the complete input to output mapping it makes the optimiza-
tion problem significantly easier to tackle. Expert predictions are incorporated
in a similar fashion as in case of other CNN model. Finally, the overall output of
the system is the sum of the output of the two CNNs, which can be represented
as:

[x̂t, x̂t+1, .., x̂t+h−1] = [x̂trt , x̂
tr
t+1, .., x̂

tr
t+h−1] + [x̂srt , x̂

rr
t+1, .., x̂

rr
t+h−1] (2)

where x̂srt represents the output from the trend network, x̂rrt represents the
output of the seasonality and residual network, and x̂t represents the output
of the overall system. Both of the CNN models are optimized separately. A
regularization term β is also added on top of the network activations in order
to hinder the network from making unnecessary modifications. Therefore, The
optimization problem for the CNN can be represented as:

W∗ = arg min
W

‖[xtrt , xtrt+1, .., x
tr
t+h−1]−(

Φ([xtrt−1, x
tr
t−2, ..., x

tr
t−w;xtr

′

t , xtr
′

t+1, ..., x
tr′

t+h−1];W) + [xtr
′

t , xtr
′

t+1, ..., x
tr′

t+h−1]
)
‖2

+ β‖Φ([xtrt−1, x
tr
t−2, ..., x

tr
t−w;xtr

′

t , xtr
′

t+1, ..., x
tr′

t+h−1];W)‖2 (3)

where β is a hyperparameter which controls the activity of the network. This
formulation is used for both of the CNN models and the value of β is obtained
via validation.

3.5 Results and Discussion

CIF2016 and NN5 forecasting benchmark datasets were chosen to evaluate the
performance of DeepEX. Fig. 2 shows the performance of DeepEX on a randomly
selected time-series from the NN5 dataset. It is evident from the Fig. 2b that
DeepEX does a better job at following the trend of the time-series compared to
the expert network, which struggled in correctly modeling the magnitude of the
peaks. KINN [4] also closely followed the expert model. Similar pattern can be
observed from Fig. 2a where DeepEX was able to capture minor variations in
seasonal and residual components, especially in cases of minimas, as compared
to the other models. DeepEX had a Symmetric Mean Absolute Percentage Error
(SMAPE) score of 15.04 on this particular time-series whereas the SMAPE score
of the expert model was 22.40, highlighting the efficacy of DeepEX in modeling
the sequence. This dominance of DeepEX was found to be consistent on the
entire dataset.
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Fig. 2. Prediction of DeepEX and other networks on a randomly selected time-series
from the NN5 dataset with a horizon 1

We performed a series of experiments in order to validate the effectiveness
of DeepEX’s knowledge incorporation scheme in helping DNN to reduce its de-
pendence on data, along with its ability to scale to multi-step ahead prediction.
As mentioned previously, for the first set of experiments, only 75% of the train-
ing data was utilized to train parameters of the DNNs. For NN5 dataset, the
performance was evaluated for a horizon of 1, 3, 8 and 56. While for CIF2016,
the performance was evaluated for a horizon of 1, 3 and 6/12. In the next set of
experiments, training data was further reduced to 50% while the horizons were
kept same. When the size of the dataset was reduced to half, many time-series
in CIF2016 became so small that even having a horizon of one in the validation
set was not possible. Hence, in this particular experimental setting, CIF2016
dataset was not evaluated for a horizon of 6/12.

Table ?? shows the results of the aforementioned experiments. In almost all
of the experiments, DeepEX achieved lower SMAPE score compared to the other
techniques. Even in data scarce scenarios, DeepEX showed an improvement of
almost 46% in terms of SMAPE score when trained on only 50% of the data
from the NN5 dataset with a horizon of 1. Similarly, for the same experimental
setting, it showed an improvement of 38% in case of CIF2016 dataset. It was
also observed that for bigger horizon, the percentage gain in terms of SMAPE
was lower compared to experiments with smaller horizon since the complexity of
the task was significantly enhanced. Nevertheless, even in these cases, DeepEX
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Table 1. Results of CIF2016 dataset of different techniques ordered by mean SMAPE

Method Mean SMAPE

LSTM.Cluster 10.53
LSTMs and ETS 10.83
ETS 11.87
MLP 12.13
REST 12.45
ES 12.73
DeepEX(trained on 75% data) 12.80
FRBE 12.90
HEM 13.04
Avg 13.05
BaggedETS 13.13
LSTM 13.33
Fuzzy c-regression 13.73
PB-GRNN 14.50
PB-RF 14.50
ARIMA 14.56
Theta 14.76

still outperformed other techniques. KINN [4] particularly struggled on these
datasets as could not handle time series with trend component.

We compared DeepEX with the top performing techniques for both of these
competitions i.e NN5 and CIF2016. Table 1 shows the comparison of results
on CIF2016 dataset. DeepEX trained with 75% of the training data outper-
formed most of the other techniques, including BaggesETS [2], ARIMA and
Theta methods, which were considered as benchmarks, in the competition and
achieved comparative performance with that of the top performing models.

Table 2 shows the results obtained on the NN5 dataset including both DeepEX
and other state-of-the-art models. Similar to the case of CIF2016, DeepEX
trained on 75% of the data outperformed most of the techniques and is even
slightly better then LSTM.Cluster [1] which was the best performing model
for the CIF2016 dataset. This demonstrates the robustness of DeepEX and its
ability to work on a different datasets.

3.6 Conclusion

We have presented a new knowledge incorporating residual framework that com-
bines best of both knowledge as well as data driven approaches. In particular
the aim of this work was to use information contained in the knowledge stream
to reduce the dependence of DNNs on large amount of data without compromis-
ing the performance. Results obtained by DeepEX show that DeepEX not only
alleviates data dependence but also significantly boosts the performance of the
network. DeepEX trained on only 75% of the data ranked at 6th place overall
in the NN5 competition and 7th in the CIF2016 competition. This is achieved
by separating the forecasting model into two different components where the
first one captures the trend while the second one captures the rest of the signal.
Finally, these two outputs are added to the prediction made by the expert. Reg-
ularization term is also added that controls the activation of the DNN model
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Table 2. Results of NN5 dataset of different techniques ordered by Mean SMAPE

Name Mean SMAPE

Wildi 19.9
Andrawis 20.4
Vogel 20.5
D’yakonov 20.6
Noncheva 21.1
DeepEX(trained on 75% data) 21.4
LSTM.Cluster 21.6
Rauch 21.7
Luna 21.8
Lagoo 21.9
Wichard 22.1
Gao 22.3
LSTM.All 23.4
Puma-Villanueva 23.7
Autobox(Reilly) 24..1
Lewicke 24.5
Brentnall 24.8
Dang 25.3
Pasero 25.3
Adeodato 25.3
undisclosed 26.8
undisclosed 27.3
Tung 28.1
Naive Seasonal 28.8
DeepEx(trained on 50% data) 32.8
undisclosed 33.1

which inhibits the neural network from making unnecessary modifications. High
rank achieved by DeepEX on different datasets belonging to different domains
demonstrates that the model indeed generalizes well by leveraging a combination
of the two streams.

This is only a step in the direction of merging knowledge and data driven
techniques. There is still a large room for improvement, particularly in cases
where forecasting horizon is large.
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